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                Productivity for your enterprise.

                
								Deskapps is a centralized platform for managing corporate apps and sites, notifications, and IT support, across all your organization's devices.

                Book a Demo now
              

              	
                  
                  Application launcher
                
	
                  
                  Productivity tool
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        Why Deskapps?


        
        	
            
              
              Improve productivity
            
          
	
            
              
              Improve communication
            
          
	
            
              
              Improve IT support
            
          
	
            
              
              Standardized experience
            
          



        
        

          
          
            
              
                Improve productivity

									
                    
                    Allows IT to simplify and streamline managing corporate apps and sites
                  
	
                    
                    Users can easily access enterprise apps from a single, user-friendly interface
                  
	
                    
                    Saves time, reduces the risk of errors or confusion, and simplifies support
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                Improve communication

									
                    
                    Company-wide notifications enhances communication in businesses and enterprises
                  
	
                    
                    Users stay up-to-date on important announcements, messages, and notifications in real-time
                  
	
                    
                    Reduce the risk of missing crucial information, ensure team members are on the same page, and improve teamwork
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                Improve IT support

                	
                    
                    Central single-click to IT support
                  
	
                    
                    Encourage users to your IT knowledge base and self-serve
                  
	
                    
                    Save time by easily initiating a secure remote session for IT support
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                Standardized experience

                	
                    
                    Allows IT to centrally manage the applications and shortcuts used by their users
                  
	
                    
                    Ensures all users have access to the same apps and sites, eliminates inconsistencies, optimizes workflow, and reduces confusion
                  
	
                    
                    Fully customizable to reflect your organization's branding and layout
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            Used by


            
            
              

                
                
                  
                    
                      Enterprise
                      
                    
                  

                  With its powerful application launcher and management features, Deskapps provides a centralized platform for enterprizes to manage their apps and sites, simplify their workflows, and increase productivity. Deskapps standardizes the user experience across the organization, centralizes IT operations, enhances company-wide communication and streamlines end-user IT support.
									

                


                
                
                  
                    
                      Education
                      
                    
                  

                  Deskapps allows educational institutions to manage their software easily and efficiently, providing a standard and consistent user experience for all students and staff. Deskapps also enhances communication, providing a platform for institution-wide notifications, and real-time updates. Its IT support and remote assistance features allow IT teams to solve technical issues faster.

                


                
                
                  
                    
                      Healthcare
                      
                    
                  

                  With its powerful application launcher and management features, Deskapps enables healthcare organizations to manage their software efficiently, providing a standard and consistent user experience for all medical professionals and staff. Deskapps also enhances communication, providing a platform for notifications, and real-time updates.

                

								
								
                
                  
                    
                      Retail
                      
                    
                  

                  Deskapps allows retailers to manage their software easily and efficiently, providing a standard and consistent user experience for all employees. Deskapps also enhances communication, providing a platform for company-wide notifications, and real-time updates. Its IT support and remote assistance features are particularly useful in the retail industry, allowing IT teams to solve technical issues and provide faster assistance.

                

								
								
                
                  
                    
                      Government
                      
                    
                  

                  Deskapps can be highly beneficial for the government sector. With its application launcher and management features, Deskapps allows government organizations to manage their software easily and efficiently, providing a standard and consistent user experience for all employees. Deskapps can be used to manage various types of software, such as office productivity tools, specialized government software, and security-related applications.

                

								
								
                
                  
                    
                      Solution providers
                      
                    
                  

                  Deskapps can be customized to meet the unique needs of solution providers and their clients. Deskapps can be configured with relevant applications, fully customised and tailored to meet their clients' look and visual identity. The cross-device feature ensures that the platform can be accessed from any device, including desktops, laptops, tablets, and smartphones.

                

              

            


            
            
              
                
              
              
                
              
            

          

          

            
            

              
              
                
              


              
              
                
              


              
              
                
              

							
							
              
                
              

							
							
              
                
              

							
							
              
                
              

            

          

        

      
			
			
      
        Simple + Useful features

        
          
            
              
            

            Accessible

            Single, central, easy-to-use and always accessible.

          

          
            
              
            

            Organized

            Group apps and sites in folders and subfolders.

          

          
            
              
            

            Customizable

            Fully customisable user experience, logos, colors, visual identify.

          

					
            
              
            

            Cross device

            Works on most devices and operating systems including desktop and mobile.

          

          
            
              
            

            Notifications

            Company-wide notifications and real-time updates.

          

					
            
              
            

            Faster Support

            Single-click to IT support, knowledge base and remote session.

          

          
            
              
            

            Analytics

            Measure usage and quantify productivity.

          

          
            
              
            

            Secure

            In-built security and data protection.

          

        

      


      
      
        Integrate with enterprise

        Our professional services team can integrate Deskapps into your enterprise systems.


        
        
          

            
            
              
                
              
            


            
            
              
                
              
            


            
            
              
                
              
            


            
            
              
                
              
            


            
            
              
                
              
            

          


          
          

        

      


      
      
        

          
          
            Let our numbers,do the talking

            Deskapps can benefit every department in an organization including HR, IT, Finance and Accounting, Marketing, Sales, Operations, R&D, Customer Service, Legal and Logistics

            

            
							
                97%

                Average adoption
              

              
                23%

                Average increase in productivity
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          Pricing

          

            
            
              
              Monthly
              Annually
            


            
            
              

                
                
                  
                    
                      Team

                      Up to 100 devices

                      $320

                      $288

                      USD / per month

                    

                    
                      Contact us
                    

                  

                


                
                
                  
                    
                      Company

                      Up to 1,000 devices

                      $1,280

                      $1,088

                      USD / per month

                    

                    
                      Contact us
                    

                  

                


                
                
                  
                    
                      Enterprise

                      Larger than 1,000 devices

                      $3,200

                      $2,560

                      USD / per month

                    

                    
                      Contact us
                    

                  

                

              

            

          

        

      

    


    
    
      
        
          © Deskapps Inc. All rights reserved.
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